Music gets personal with SoundGear

When it comes to your music, one size does NOT fit all.
SoundGear® Tunz® custom headphones and stage monitors are created specifically for you and the way you enjoy your music. SoundGear Tunz delivers superior sound quality and a secure fit because it is custom made for your ear. Handcrafted by the hearing experts at Starkey Hearing Technologies using the latest audio advances, SoundGear Tunz performs at the level you demand.
SoundGear Tunz Duo S*
Not sure if you’re ready to get rid of wedge monitors? SoundGear Tunz Duo S are entry-level monitors that perfectly amplify both mid- and high-range sounds, enabling you to stay on top of the action on stage.

- **Driver:** Dual Drivers – woofer and tweeter
- **Sound Isolation:** 26dB
- **Frequency Range:** 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz
- **Sensitivity:** 106dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz):** 42 Ohms
- **1-year warranty**

SoundGear Tunz Trio*
Keyboard players and singers love SoundGear Tunz Trio. Natural, live-quality sound makes them the ideal monitors. Bass is minimized to easily isolate performances.

- **Driver:** Triple Drivers – 2 woofers and tweeter
- **Sound Isolation:** 26dB
- **Frequency Range:** 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz
- **Sensitivity:** 119dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz):** 15 Ohms
- **1-year warranty**

SoundGear Tunz Trio B*
Guitar and bass players get the full range of sound with SoundGear Tunz Trio B. Their triple drivers ensure you’ll never miss a beat.

- **Driver:** Triple Drivers – woofer, tweeter and subwoofer for bass boost
- **Sound Isolation:** 26dB
- **Frequency Range:** 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz
- **Sensitivity:** 120dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz):** 15 Ohms
- **1-year warranty**

SoundGear Tunz Trio XB*
We haven’t forgotten drummers and bass players. SoundGear Tunz Trio XB stage monitors deliver an extra boost of bass. Enveloping you in a full range of sound, you’ll feel every good vibration.

- **Driver:** Triple drivers – woofer, tweeter and subwoofer with extreme bass boost
- **Sound Isolation:** 26dB
- **Frequency Range:** 20 Hz to 14,400 Hz
- **Sensitivity:** 121dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz):** 15 Ohms
- **1-year warranty**

*Also available for audio & fitness enthusiasts*
Audio or fitness enthusiast

SoundGear Tunz custom audio monitors

Ideal for today’s smartphones, gaming devices, computers and more, SoundGear Tunz Custom Audio Monitors provide unmatched sound quality. Custom-fit to you and your ears, **SOUNDGEAR TUNZ CUSTOM AUDIO MONITORS** block out unwanted noise while delivering the ultimate in comfort and crystal-clear sound clarity.

---

SoundGear Tunz Solo

Hear less outside noise and more of your music source with SoundGear Tunz Solo. Custom fit to your ears, SoundGear Tunz Solo deliver a rich sound that one-size-fits-all earbuds simply can’t match.

- **Driver**: Single Driver
- **Sound Isolation**: 26dB
- **Frequency Range**: 20 Hz to 15,500 Hz
- **Sensitivity**: 117dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz)**: 39.6 Ohms
- 1-year warranty

---

SoundGear Tunz Duo

Perfect for the true audiophile. Our advanced SoundGear Tunz Duo headphones feature dual drivers along with a custom fit for a full, robust sound — ensuring you hear every note of every song.

- **Driver**: Dual Drivers – woofer and tweeter
- **Sound Isolation**: 26dB
- **Frequency Range**: 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz
- **Sensitivity**: 106dB @ 1 mW
- **Impedance (1 kHz)**: 42 Ohms
- 1-year warranty

---

SoundGear Tunz monitor color options for audio and stage monitors

Faceplate colors:

- Clear
- White
- Black
- Dark Brown
- Medium Brown
- Light Brown
- Beige
- Yellow
- Green
- Blue
- Red
- Orange

Shell colors:

- Clear
- Beige
- Black
- Blue
- Red

Cord colors:

- Clear
- Black
- White with in-line mic and volume control (hardwired)
Your sound. Your way.

Your ears and the way you enjoy music are unique. Why trust your audio enjoyment to an off-the-shelf solution? Discover the quality and comfort of custom-made audio products today.

For more information, talk with your hearing healthcare professional.